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The Romeo and Juliet Code-Phoebe Stone 2011-01-01 During World War II, eleven-year-old Felicity is sent
from London to Bottlebay, Maine, to live with her grandmother, aunt, uncle, and a reclusive boy who helps
her decode mysterious letters that contain the truth about her missing parents.
Romeo Blue-Phoebe Stone 2013-05-28 When Flissy Bathburn's parents first dropped her off in Bottlebay,
Maine, she hated everything about it. She hated the big gloomy house she was to live in. She hated
meeting her long-lost and highly eccentric relatives. And most of all, she hated knowing that she was safe
in America while her parents faced the guns of WWII in Europe. But a year has passed now, and Flissy has
grown to love her life in Bottlebay -- and especially Derek, the boy the Bathburns have adopted. Then a
man claiming to be Derek's true father arrives, and soon he's asking all sorts of strange questions. Flissy
has a nose for trouble. Has Derek's new father come to take him away . . . or is there something even more
sinister happening in Bottlebay, Maine?
Romeo Blue-Phoebe Stone 2013-05-28 When Flissy Bathburn's parents first dropped her off in Bottlebay,
Maine, she hated everything about it. She hated the big gloomy house she was to live in. She hated
meeting her long-lost and highly eccentric relatives. And most of all, she hated knowing that she was safe
in America while her parents faced the guns of WWII in Europe. But a year has passed now, and Flissy has
grown to love her life in Bottlebay -- and especially Derek, the boy the Bathburns have adopted. Then a
man claiming to be Derek's true father arrives, and soon he's asking all sorts of strange questions. Flissy
has a nose for trouble. Has Derek's new father come to take him away . . . or is there something even more
sinister happening in Bottlebay, Maine?
Deep Down Popular: A Wish Novel-Phoebe Stone 2012-09-01 6th-grader Jessie Lou is deeply, madly,
passionately in love with Conrad Parker Smith. Too bad she's a tomboy with only one on-again, off-again
friend, and hair so short you can't spit on it. Too bad he's the most popular boy in their small-town school.
But then Conrad hurts his leg and suddenly can't keep up with his old pursuits anymore. Jessie Lou and
Conrad start spending a lot more time together, but she can't help wonder -- is she just a substitute
friend? And will Conrad forget her when his leg brace comes off and he's king of the school once again?
The Vespertine-Saundra Mitchell 2011-03-07 It’s the summer of 1889, and Amelia van den Broek is new to
Baltimore and eager to take in all the pleasures the city has to offer. But her gaiety is interrupted by
disturbing, dreamlike visions she has only at sunset—visions that offer glimpses of the future. Soon,
friends and strangers alike call on Amelia to hear her prophecies. However, a forbidden romance with
Nathaniel, an artist, threatens the new life Amelia is building in Baltimore. This enigmatic young man is
keeping secrets of his own—still, Amelia finds herself irrepressibly drawn to him. When one of her darkest
visions comes to pass, Amelia’s world is thrown into chaos. And those around her begin to wonder if she’s
not the seer of dark portents, but the cause. This book features a teaser chapter from Saundra Mitchell’s
third novel, The Springsweet.
Out of Order-Betty Hicks 2015-04-14 One million American children become part of blended family every
year. What happens to stepsiblings when the oldest child suddenly becomes the middle child, and the
youngest even younger? Out of Order delivers four electric points of view from stepsiblings, ages nine to
fifteen, in a super-unsettled, scrambled-up family. An unforgettable Rock, Paper, Scissors tournament,
plus 120 hazardous bug snacks, equals humor, insight, and serious indigestion. Betty Hicks gives us her
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most entertaining and complex novel yet.
The Boy on Cinnamon Street-Phoebe Stone 2012-02-01 A story about a wounded girl and the boy who
won't give up on her. 7th grader Louise should be the captain of her school's gymnastics team - but she
isn't. She's fun and cute and should have lots of friends - but she doesn't. And there's a dreamy boy who
has a crush on her - but somehow they never connect. Louise has everything going for her - so what is it
that's holding her back? Phoebe Stone tells the winning story of the spring when 7th grader Louise
Terrace wakes up, finds the courage to confront the painful family secret she's hiding from - and finally
get the boy.
All the Blue Moons at the Wallace Hotel-Phoebe Stone 2003-05-01 After the death of their father, Fiona,
who wants to be a ballerina and to be accepted by her peers, and her younger sister, Wallace, who is an
independent free-spirit, rebuild a life for themselves and their artist mother in the now-neglected mansion
tha
Powers-Deborah Lynn Jacobs 2015-04-14 I let him take my hand. The cold blue flame in his eyes held me,
seared me. "Do you feel it?" he asked. "It's a warm tingle, isn't it? In your hands, moving up your arms,
like a current." "No." My hands tingled with warmth. It moved up my arms like a current. When Gwen and
Adrian meet, they unlock each other's latent psychic powers. It's too bad they can't stand each other, don't
trust each other, and do everything they can to manipulate each other. Will they use their power to save
lives? Or will it destroy them both? Written in alternating voices, this is a compelling, suspenseful novel
about power in all its forms-psychic, physical, sexual, romantic.
The Anybodies-N. E. Bode 2009-05-05 The Anybodies Fern discovers that she was swapped at birth and
leaves her tragically dull parents for an unforgettable adventure with her true father, the Bone. Just who
are the Anybodies? You'll have to read to find out! Narrated by the hilariously intrusive N. E. Bode, The
Anybodies is a magical adventure for readers of all ages. The Nobodies Fern Drudger's quirky adventures
continue in this delightful sequel to The Anybodies. She goes to Camp Happy Sunshine Good Times and is
bombarded by desperate messages from people who call themselves the Nobodies. But who are the
Nobodies, and what do they want from Fern?
Return Once More-Trisha Leigh 2015-10-20 If you could learn the identity of your one true love-even
though you will never meet- would you? Years have passed since refugees from a ruined earth took to
space, eventually settling a new system of planets. Science has not only made the leaps necessary to allow
time travel, but the process engineered a strange side effect-predicting your one true love. If you could
save your one true love from an untimely death, would you be able to resist? Sixteen-year-old Kaia
Vespasian is an apprentice to the Historians-a group charged with using time travel to document the
triumphs and failures of the past-and she can't resist a peek at her long-dead soul mate in Ancient Egypt.
Before she knows it, she's broken every rule in the book, and the consequences of getting caught could
destroy more than just her new romance. Or would you have the strength to watch him die? But when
Kaia notices a fellow classmate snooping around in a time where he doesn't belong, she suspects he has a
secret of his own-and the conspiracy she uncovers could threaten the entire universe. If her experience
has taught her anything, to changing history means facing the consequences. The Historians trained her
to observe and record the past, but Kaia never guessed she might have to protect it- in a race across time
to save her only chance at a future.
Midnight Jesus-Jamie Blaine 2015-10-13 It’s three a.m. in the side yard of a shack in the worst part of
town. I’ve got a dirty-faced baby on my hip and there’s a pit bull standing on the septic tank in the next
yard over barking his head off. My patient sits on the hood of her ex-husband’s low rider smoking a
cigarette and dumpingher pills into a mud hole by the right front tire. Airbrushed across the hood of the
car is a cross-eyed Jesus with open arms. She lays her hand on top of his as the still-hot engine ticks.
Throughtears she pleads, “Help me Jesus, please.” The dog is silent. Sirens approach. “Just breathe,” I tell
her. “Everything’s gonna be all right.” The baby fidgets, resting her head against me, staring up into my
eyes. I raise one finger and she holds it tight. I fumble for the words again. “Just breathe.” Midnight Jesus
shares fascinating, bizarre, and sometimes humorous true-life stories of everyday people looking for hope
in their darkest hours. Poignant and unpretentious, Jamie paints beauty where at times it seems none
exists—from skating rinks and bars, late-night highways and lonely apartments, broken churches and
rundown trailer parks, jail cells, bridge rails, ERs, psych wards, and that place over the levee where God
laughs and walks through the cool dark night.
Tumble & Fall-Alexandra Coutts 2013-09-17 A novel about the end of days full of surprising beginnings
The world is living in the shadow of oncoming disaster. An asteroid is set to strike the earth in just one
week's time; catastrophe is unavoidable. The question isn't how to save the world-the question is, what to
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do with the time that's left? Against this stark backdrop, three island teens wrestle with intertwining
stories of love, friendship and family-all with the ultimate stakes at hand. Alexandra Coutts's TUMBLE &
FALL is a powerful story of courage, love, and hope at the end of the world.
Behind the Canvas-Alexander Vance 2016-02-23 There is a world behind the canvas. Past the flat façade
and the crackling paint is a realm where art lives, breathes, creates, and destroys. Claudia Miravista loves
art but only sees what is on the surface-until the Dutch boy Pim appears in the painting in her room. Pim
has been trapped in the world behind the canvas for centuries by a power-hungry witch, and he now
believes that Claudia is his only hope for escape. Fueled by the help of an ancient artist and some
microwaveable magic, Claudia enters the wondrous and terrifying world behind the canvas, intent on
destroying the witch's most cherished possession and setting her new friend free. But in that world
nothing is quite as it appears on the surface. Not even friendship.
Confessions of a Once Fashionable Mum-Georgia Madden 2015-04-22 Successful hubbie? Tick. Facebookworthy baby? Tick. Bikini-body six weeks after giving birth? Um … not so much. Fashion PR exec Ally
Bloom got her happy ending. Okay, her marriage might be showing the odd crack, her battleaxe motherin-law might have come to stay, and she might not be the yummy mummy she'd imagined, but it's nothing
a decent night's sleep and a firm commitment to a no-carb diet won't fix. But when Ally returns to work
and finds she'll be reporting to a 22-year-old airhead, she decides to turn her back on life as a professional
fashionista and embrace her inner earth mama instead. So it's out with the Louboutins and champagne
and in with the sensible flats and coffee mornings with the Mummy Mafia. From attending her first grownup dinner party only to discover that placenta is top of the menu to controlling her monster crush on local
playgroup hottie Cameron, Ally must find her feet in the brave new world of the stay-at-home mum.
Twisted Sisters-Jen Lancaster 2015-01-06 Reagan Bishop is a pusher. A licensed psychologist who stars on
the Wendy Winsberg cable breakout show, I Need a Push, Reagan helps participants become their best
selves by urging them to overcome obstacles and change behaviors. An overachiever, Reagan is used to
delivering results. Despite her overwhelming professional success, Reagan never seems to earn her
family's respect. Her younger sister, Geri, is and always will be the Bishop family favorite. When a national
network buys Reagan's show, the pressures for unreasonably quick results and higher ratings mount. But
Reagan's a clinician, not a magician, and she fears witnessing her own personal failings in prime time.
(And seriously? Her family will never let her hear the end of it.) Desperate to make the show work and
keep her family at bay, Reagan actually listens when the show's New Age healer offers an unconventional
solution.... Record Nielsen ratings follow. But when Reagan decides to use her newfound power to teach
everyone a lesson about sibling rivalry, she's the one who will be schooled...
Paris for Two-Phoebe Stone 2016-04-26 The best cure for a terrible crush on someone like Windel Watson
is a trip across the ocean. That's what twelve-year-old Petunia Beanly thinks, until she hears where her
family is moving. Not Paris. Not France. Anywhere would be better. Because that's where Windel will be,
too. When the Beanly family gets to Paris, Pet's older sister seems right at home. Ava swans around
looking beautiful, and making Pet feel even smaller and more awkward. It feels like Paris has a place for
everyone except Pet. All she wants to do is hide in a dark room with the pillows over her head. But it turns
out Paris has plans for Petunia Beanly. There are three bouquets awaiting her. If Pet can only find her
courage, each bouquet will open a door and bring with it a sparkle that will change everything. And the
person behind it? That will be Paris's biggest surprise of all.
Almost Identical #1-Lin Oliver 2012-09-27 Identical twins Sammie and Charlie are starting out seventh
grade at a brand-new school. As they make new friends, and join different clubs, the sisters (and once
inseparable best friends) start to grow further and further apart. Told from Sammie's point of view, this
moving yet funny story will be gobbled up by middle-school girls!
What I Had Before I Had You-Sarah Cornwell 2014-01-07 In What I Had Before I Had You by Sarah
Cornwell, a woman must face the truth about her past in this luminous, evocative literary novel of parents
and children, guilt and forgiveness, memory and magical thinking, set in the faded, gritty world of the
New Jersey Shore. Olivia was only fifteen the summer she left her hometown of Ocean Vista. Two decades
later, on a visit with her children, her nine-year-old son Daniel, recently diagnosed with bipolar disorder,
disappears. Olivia’s search for him sparks tender and painful memories of her past—of her fiercely loving
and secretive mother, Myla, an erratic and beautiful psychic, and the discovery of heartbreaking secrets
that shattered her world.
The Girl Guide-Marawa Ibrahim 2018-05-01 For every tween girl wondering about her changing body and
changing brain, this funny and highly illustrated guide is the answer. Packed with advice about everything
from periods to bras to body hair—PLUS tips on how to deal with crushes, new emotions, and all the chaos
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in between! Growing up is fun . . . but it’s tough, too. There are a lot of unknowns and it can be weird and
messy for girls. Worry not! This book covers EVERYTHING girls need to know, and it's all been reviewed
and fact-checked by medical consultant Dr. Radha Modgil. Learn how: To make your body your best friend
(not your enemy). To get out there and do YOU (even when you don’t want to move off the couch). The
thoughts and feelings that make you feel alone are shared by every girl on the planet. To feel amazing
through exercise, nutrition, and skin care. And so much more! Great for those who loved The Care and
Keeping of You or What's Happening to My Body?
Danger Goes Berserk-Mac Barnett 2012-10-02 A twelve-year-old sleuth goes undercover—and
underwater—to tackle three cases in this hilarious Brixton Brothers mystery. It’s a routine case… …or at
least as routine as a cases get when you’re a twelve-year-old private detective who’s been sleuthing for
just a few months: Steve Brixton must don a neon wetsuit and work undercover to retrieve a stolen
surfboard. But when the assignment goes all wrong, Steve finds himself caught inside mysteries involving
wild surfers, pirate smugglers, thick-necked goons, and a sixth-grader who can’t find his gym shorts.
Exist Once More (The Historians, Book Two)-Trisha Leigh 2016-12-05
Babyhood-Paul Reiser 2012-05-08 The classic New York Times bestseller from actor/comedian Paul Reiser,
a book that the San Francisco Chronicle calls “an out-loud laugh on every page,” is now available in trade
paperback for the very first time. For fans of Reiser’s long-running sitcom Mad About You, with Helen
Hunt and Hank Azaria, for readers of comic memoirs like Tina Fey’s Bossypants, and “for the couple
considering parenthood as well as for parents who are decades past their days of diaper changing…this
book hits home and hits the funnybone" (Chicago Tribune).
Peeled-Joan Bauer 2009-06-25 Something?s rotten in the heart of apple country! Hildy Biddle dreams of
being a journalist. A reporter for her high school newspaper, The Core, she?s just waiting for a chance to
prove herself. Not content to just cover school issues, Hildy?s drawn to the town?s big story?the haunted
old Ludlow house. On the surface, Banesville, USA, seems like such a happy place, but lately, eerie
happenings and ghostly sightings are making Hildy take a deeper look. Her efforts to find out who is really
haunting Banesville isn?t making her popular, and she starts wondering if she?s cut out to be a journalist
after all. But she refuses to give up, because, hopefully, the truth will set a few ghosts free. Peeled is
classic Joan Bauer, featuring a strong heroine, and filled with her trademark witty dialogue, and problems
and people worth standing up to.
I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: Hunt for the Garde-Pittacus Lore 2016-05-31 In this villainous onehundred-page companion novella to the #1 New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series, get a
unprecedented look at the invasion—from three different Mogadorians hoping to conquer Earth. This
novella picks up immediately after the cliffhanger ending of The Fate of Ten and coincides with the events
of United as One, the final book in this epic series. After the Mogadorian leader is struck with a potentially
fatal blow, it becomes uncertain who will step in for him and how the Mogs should proceed with their
invasion of the planet. This power vacuum has wide-reaching ramifications. One Mog, who has been on a
quest for redemption ever since she first let the Garde slip through her fingers, is given an unimaginable
opportunity to make things right with the Beloved Leader. Another, who has an unquenchable thirst for
blood, jumps at the opportunity to hunt down the human teens who have begun to develop Legacies. And
the last Mog, who has been questioning everything since he crossed paths with Adam, is forced to decide
once and for all where his allegiances lie. While the fate of the Mogadorian leader is unknown, the one
thing that is for certain is that this war is coming to an end . . . and there can only be one side that wins.
Witch Doctrine-Anna Browning 2020 Annah Browning's poetry collection Witch Doctrine is a gothic
instruction manual for how to exist in a heartbreaking world. Through a series of spell poems and a cast of
haunting personas--including a sentient house, a mentoring witch, and a housekeeping ghost--Browning
leads the reader in dark and slyly humorous mediations on mortality, loss, feminist power, and survival:
"you'll take / another branch for the fire / and you will make it."
The Cat Who Came Back for Christmas-Julia Romp 2012-09-25 The heart-warming true story of a little boy
and the cat that changed his life. Julia’s nine-year-old son George was autistic. Quiet and withdrawn, he
appeared lost in his own world. Then one day a small black-and-white stray cat appeared in her garden
and George’s face lit up. George bonded with Ben and began to open up to his mother as well. For three
happy years, the trio was inseparable and George made remarkable progress. But then disaster
struck—Ben went missing and George regressed. The weeks turned into months, and Christmas was fast
approaching, but on December 21, Julia got a call from a family more than fifty miles away, which finally
offered a ray of hope . . . Genuinely touching, The Cat Who Came Back for Christmas is a story about
devotion, love, and a holiday miracle, and is perfect for fans of Lil Bub, I Am Pusheen the Cat, and A Street
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Cat Named Bob.
My Secret Guide to Paris-Lisa Schroeder 2015-02-24 Twelve-year-old Nora has always dreamed of going
to Paris with her grandmother, but when her grandmother dies it seems like Paris is gone with her--until
Nora finds three airline tickets in a trunk, and sets out to persuade her mother to use them.
Amelia Earhart-Beatrice Gormley 2008-06-25 Using simple language that beginning readers can
understand, this lively, inspiring, and believable biography looks at the childhood of Amelia Earhart.
Illustrated throughout.
When the Wind Bears Go Dancing-Phoebe Stone 2002-09-01 Who hasn't wondered what's going on when
the wind outside your window blows and howls all night long? In this magical explanation for stormy
weather, one small child joins the wild and woolly Wind Bears as they cavort in the moonlit sky to music
performed by the stormy night band.
The Springsweet-Saundra Mitchell 2012-04-17 Heartbroken over the tragic death of her fiancé, seventeenyear-old Zora Stewart leaves Baltimore for the frontier town of West Glory, Oklahoma, to help her young
widowed aunt keep her homestead going. There she discovers that she possesses the astonishing ability to
sense water under the parched earth. When her aunt hires her out as a “springsweet” to advise other
settlers where to dig their wells, Zora feels the burden of holding the key to something so essential to
survival in this unforgiving land. Even more, she finds herself longing for love the way the prairie thirsts
for water. Maybe, in the wildness of the territories, Zora can finally move beyond simply surviving and
start living.
It's an Aardvark-Eat-Turtle World-Paula Danziger 2007-06-14 When Rosie and her mother form a new
family with Rosie's best friend and her father, Rosie finds that it takes a lot of work to make a family in a
world of changing relationships.
In God's Name-Sandy Eisenberg Sasso 1994 Describes how people have given God different names
according to their experience of Him, including "Source of Life," "Maker of Peace," "Mother," "Father,"
and "Friend," and thought that their own name for Him was the only true one, and suggests that allthese
names are part of the truth
I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: Return to Paradise-Pittacus Lore 2014-04-15 In this thrilling onehundred-page prequel companion novella to the New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series,
discover what happened in the aftermath of the Mogadorians' attack on Paradise, Ohio, from Mark
James—Number Four's bully-turned-ally. After Four leaves town to find the rest of the Garde, Mark is left
behind to pick up the pieces. His school has been destroyed, his home burned down, and, worst yet, Mark
now knows the horrifying truth: aliens live among us and some of them seek to destroy us. Even with the
FBI tailing him and Sarah Hart, Mark tries to return to a normal life. But when Sarah goes missing, he
knows he can no longer sit back and do nothing. His quest to find her will lead him to new allies and a
startling revelation about the Mogadorians' plan for invasion.
The Nest-Kenneth Oppel 2016-03-03 She was very blurry, not at all human-looking. There were huge dark
eyes, and a kind of mane made of light, and when she spoke, I couldn't see a mouth moving, but I felt her
words, like a breeze against my face, and I understood her completely. "We've come because of the baby,"
she said. "We've come to help." All Steve has to do is say, "Yes." But "yes" is a powerful word. It is also a
dangerous one. And once it is uttered, can it be taken back?
I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: Legacies Reborn-Pittacus Lore 2015-11-24 In this game-changing 100page companion novella to the New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series, the Mogadorian
invasion of Earth has begun and one teenager's life will be forever changed. At first, Daniela Morales
thought the spaceship attacking New York City on the television was just part of some science fiction
movie. Then the horrible truth became clear: it was happening in real life. Aliens do exist, and they were
invading the planet. Unable to reach her mother, Daniela makes it her mission to get to her mom's job
downtown to find her. But with the city under fire, trying to make it from her apartment in Harlem to the
Financial District proves nearly impossible—until Daniela makes an incredible discovery. When a squad of
Mogs get the jump on her, she is somehow able to throw them across the street, using telekinesis. Daniela
doesn't know where this power came from or why she suddenly has it, but she is sure as hell going to use
it. Aliens are tearing up her city and she'll destroy every last one of them that gets in her way. But when
she comes face-to-face with the Garde, will she be a friend or a foe?
Thirty Ways to Dump a Sister-Janet A. Bloss 1996-08
Sonata #1: For Riley Red-Phoebe Stone 2009-11-29 Thirteen-year-old Rachel and her "outcast" friends
struggle to come to terms with unresolved emotional traumas while trying to rescue a neglected zoo
elephant in a small town outside of Boston.
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Joy That Lasts-Gary Smalley 2009-08-30 Discover what it means to truly trust God, and how a deep
relationship with him can bring life and joy into marriage.Renowned family counselor, seminar speaker,
and author Gary Smalley gives insight into five truths that can transform marriage. Sharing openly from
his own relationship with his wife, Norma, Gary shows why both husbands and wives need* An
independent energy source to recharge their spiritual batteries* Someone each can talk to about anything
and at any time* An understanding of their emotions and what they mean* Reassurance that their trials
have meaning* A shared mission they can strive for together
How the Pops Stole Christmas-Nancy E. Krulik 2009 Along with everyone else at Joyce Kilmer Middle
School, Jenny can't wait for the Christmas holidays to begin, but finds her holiday spirit waning when she
picks Dana as her "Secret Snowflake" and is not invited to her friend Marc's New Year's Eve party.
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